TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: MEXICO CITY

ACTION: WH 0

SUBJECT: SUSPENSE 0/1

IN: 10/23/63, DC/3, CAP, CA/PEQ, C1, C1/OPS, C1/IC 2, C1/CA, F1, F1/IC 2, 3/17/64

DIR INFO BUEN CIFE MEXI 6302

LC: MYEAR LITESE-1

REF A: DIL 79910

D: 01/05/64 (C: 5/53)

FULL RESULTS LITESE-1 MEET WITH KUZNETSOV 18 NOV.

RE: REF A KUZ SAID:

1. GOVS. REPLACING EDIBLE PRODUCTS OR FOOD DERIVATIVES BEING USED IN INDUSTRY WITH OTHER TYPE PRODUCTS THAT COULD BE SUBSTITUTED.

2. SOVS. ALSO RESEARCHING SUBSTITUTE ELEMENTS FOR FORAGE WHICH FED TO ANIMALS (3). WITHOUT RESERVES BAD GOV. HARVEST COULD HAVE CAUSED DISASTER BUT WITH RESERVES THERE WAS NOT MAJOR IMPACT ON GENERAL POPULATION. NECESSARY ALWAYS MAINTAIN RESERVES TO CONFIRM EMERGENCY.

3. GOV. IMPORTATION WHEAT IS SEE ACTUAL POWER BECAUSE IN OTHER PERIODS GOV. COULD NOT IMPORT WHEAT WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO OTHER IMPORTS LIKE MACHINERY. NOW ADLE IMPORT WHEAT TO MAINTAIN RESERVES.

4. RE: REF B L-1 K EMPHASIZED NEXASITY ESTABLISH CONTACTS AREAS, SEARCH FOR MEXICAN ELEMENTS WORKING ABROAD, ETC. WHO DID DUTY TIME, TRANSLATING OR EDITING. IMPORTANT FOR L-1 MEET SUCH PERSONS.
AND OFFER THEM PAID TRANSLATING FOR EDITING WORK, IF INTERESTED. LEARN WHAT THEY'RE THINKING ABOUT, FUTURE PRESIDENT MEXICO. NEXT MEET 4 DEC., WHICH AFTER EU. RETURN FROM FILM FESTIVAL ACAPULCO.

SECRET